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Abstract 
 

 

This paper for the most part presents a recently 

designed treatment which is called Target Treatment 

Injection of Micro-injury (TTIM) rewarding 

tuberculosis of the lung. Target treatment infusion of 

miniaturized scale injury is to utilize the compound 

enemy of TB medication infusing into the TB center 

through skin to the lung as indicated by Computerized 

Tomography (CT) dimensionally, at that point 

associate with sustenance, development, body and 

mental treatment simultaneously to fix the malady 

once a time.This is the most ideal approach to fix TB 

since it costs close to nothing, very little backslide and 

can fix a wide range of tuberculosis, take pleuritis and 

pneumonic tuberculous depression for instance, it is 

only simple as to reward general sicknesses for this 

unique objective treatment infusion of smaller scale 

injury. It is simply basic activity and simple to study 

and control the skill.Target treatment infusion of small 

scale injury interventional treatment presentation: 

Tools-CT photograph of patients' chest, ruler, caliper, 

syringe needle with numerous pinholes, 5 ml and 20 

ml syringe, profound venipuncture purification bundle 

for tube setting patients.To ascertain the separations 

between the concentration to the presternal indent and 

to peak at that point discover the closest and safe spot 

to infuse hostile to TB drugs into the lung center by 

nearby sedation with potentiated sedation or medicine 

by putting tube. TB is an intense irresistible infection 

that undermines individuals' wellbeing on the planet. 

After the foundation of the People's Republic China 

TB in the nation declined however it becomes genuine  

 

again by more contamination, backslide, tolerant with 

sedate opposition and more death. The current clinical 

science has a reasonable reason, treatment strategy and 

approaches to determine and treat to TB yet the truth 

of the matter is that more patients can't recoup and 

tormenting incredible harsh. The primary driver is that 

the normal development of individuals, the expansion 

of thickness of individuals and the treatment of TB has 

quite recently become a simple custom. Target 

Treatment Injection of Micro-injury (TTIM) is created 

in this national and worldwide condition and is 

imagined by the exploration gathering of expert 

specialists with head of Yang Yushan in the Shanxia 

Hospital, Shenzhen China, for over 20 years considers. 

After quite a long time after year they fix in excess of 

3000 patients with a rate as high as 98%. The primary 

qualities of the technique are brief time of treatment, 

less cost, quick compelling, and not effortlessly 

repeated. It might turn into the great method to treat 

the infection and break up the century troublesome 

issue, escape misconception and odd hover of 

tuberculosis. Not just TB bacterium in the focal point 

of a patient however numerous different 

microorganisms in central infection. Common 

treatment for the illness taken the medication for the 

entire body can't ensure the viable blood focus; each 

Mg tissue contains some μ g drugs. Our objective 

treatment infusion of Micro-injury can make couple 

mg medicate in the center, it is multiple times for 

normal therapy. Blood vessels around the TB center 

are frequently limited and additionally blocked.  
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Microcirculation impediment is found in the 

concentration for blood dissemination and 

lymphokinesis just as microtracheole blocking. These 

courses caused general treatment for the ailment can 

just make not many medications arrive at the center, 

and it is the deficient centralization of the medications 

caused tranquilize resistance.In the general TB 

treatment, it is simply considered to execute or 

pulverize the microscopic organisms never considered 

of fix or development, not to state the homeostasis. At 

the point when we take extraordinary number of 

medications to reward TB for quite a while not just the 

tubercle bacillus may be murdered the body 

insusceptible framework may be harmed just as the 

greenery awkwardness may go to the body. In this 

way, it isn't just powerful for treatment of the sickness 

yet the misfortune exceeds the gain.These finding 

disclosed to us that the body can't control the tubercle 

bacillus. It isn't loss of the cell resistant, however is 

the exceptional tuberculous hole microenvironment 

forestalled the T cells contact with macrophage so the 

tubercle bacillus created in the macrophage.To 

manage these issues in the conventional treatment 

clinical practices are activity and current 

interventional treatment. Activity incorporates 

pneumonectomy, aspiratory lobectomy, 

segmentectomy and wedge resection. All these activity 

is to manage those troublesome restoring TB with 

pneumonic putrefaction, it isn't acceptable 

determination for that it influences the patient 

incredibly and costs a lot, difficult to acknowledge. 

Interventional treatment is simply put single enemy of 

TB drugs into the concentration with bronchial cannel 

requiring great aptitudes. This confused aptitude costs 

a lot and need to utilize ordinarily medicate sending 

and harmed a lot. It is over 10 years clinical rundown 

of experience that Dr. Yushan Yang concocted the 

new strategy for target treatment infusion of Micro-

injury to treat TB with his associates. With TTIM 

method TB can be restored as general sickness for the 

most part in not over 3 months and it takes even not 

exactly a month for beginning time of TB patient to be 

relieved with the ability. The greater part of the 

patients or specialists don't trust it however it is 

genuine we relieved a huge number of patients with 

next to no backslide so we trust this method can be 

made increasingly across the board everywhere  

 

 

 

 

throughout the world. More TB patients can be treated 

with this propelled technique and get recuperation the 

white plague. 


